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Chapter 1
Generating a 1-D Shear-Wave Velocity (Vs) Profile
1.1 Importing Field Files in SEG-2 Format
Go to "Process" → "1D S-Velocity (Vs) Profile From" → "Seismic Field Data in SEG-2."

Import all SEG-2 files at the same time if multiple files were recorded using the same receiver array
located at the same place.

The program will ask if the original source/receiver (SR) setup (if encoded during data acquisition) is to
be displayed.
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Then, the SR chart will be displayed as shown below. To replace the original setup by ignoring it, click
"Yes" to encode the new setup by running the SR setup module.

If the original SR setup is correct, then you can save imported files as a single SR-coded file [for example,
"SeismicData(SR).dat"] by choosing "No." By choosing “No,” the SR setup will explain that the
source/receiver setup will be bypassed and the saved file will be automatically passed to the next step
("Dispersion Image Generation"). In this case, skip section 1.2 below and proceed to section 1.3.

1.2 Source/Receiver (SR) Setup
Select "Run Wizard" (below left) to encode source/receiver (SR) configuration to each record of the
imported files by intuitively following graphical illustrations. For more detailed instructions, refer to the
PS User Guide ("Source-Receiver (SR) Setup"). On the other hand, select "Import a Setting" (below right)
to encode the configuration by using a set of command lines specified in a text file (*.txt). This is
explained in Chapter 3. The output will be saved as [*(SR).DAT] at the end of the setup, and will be
automatically passed to the next step ("Dispersion Image Generation").
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1.3 Dispersion Image Generation
Click the "Run Dispersion Image" button to start the process with all default parameters. Refer to the PS
User Guide ("Dispersion Image Generation") for information about control parameters included in the
"Options..." of the dialog. In most cases, running the operation with default parameters that are
automatically set by the program will be sufficient.

The output will be saved as "*(SR)(ActiveOT).DAT" and automatically passed to the next step
["Dispersion Curve (M0) Extraction"].
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1.4 Dispersion Curve (M0) Extraction
At the beginning of the process, the program will ask to stack the multiple number of input dispersion
images if they all have the same surface locations. Click "Yes" to stack them and save the stacked image
as a separate image file [*(SR)(ActiveOT)(VStack).DAT].

The stacked image then will be displayed as shown below. Refer to Chapter 4 ("Dispersion Curve
Extraction") for information about how to extract the curve.

1.5 Inversion (Automatic 1st Phase)
Click "Run" to launch the automatic inversion process with all default parameters. Refer to the PS User
Guide ["Inversion (1-D Profile)"] for information about all the parameters included in the "Options..." of
the dialog. In most cases, running the operation with default parameters that are automatically set by
the program will be sufficient.
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At the end of the process, the output 1-D (depth) shear-wave velocity (Vs) profile will be displayed as
shown below. If the displayed profile shows a realistic velocity variation with a relatively high match
between the measured and modeled M0 curves (e.g., ≥ 80%), then this completes the process.
Otherwise, you can proceed to perform another round of advanced inversion process that starts from
the current velocity (Vs) profile as an initial model. For this, you can move velocity (Vs) and depth lines
by using mouse along the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. On each move, a new
modeled dispersion curve will be generated in real time based on the updated layered-earth model and
the new match (%) will be displayed on top. Refer to "Optional 2nd Phase" in the PS User Guide
["Inversion (1-D Profile)"].
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Chapter 2
Generating a 2-D Shear-Wave Velocity (Vs) Cross Section
2.1 Importing Field Files in SEG-2 Format
Go to "Process" → "2D S-Velocity (Vs) Cross Section From" → "Seismic Field Data in SEG-2."

Import multiple SEG-2 files at the same time that were acquired along the same survey line (e.g., line 1).

The program will ask if the original source/receiver (SR) setup (if encoded during data acquisition) is to
be displayed.

Then, the SR chart will be displayed as shown below. To replace the original setup by ignoring it, click
"Yes" to encode the new setup by running the SR setup module.
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If the original SR setup is correct, then you can save imported files as a single SR-coded file [for example,
"SeismicData(SR).dat"] by choosing "No." By choosing “No,” the program will explain that the
source/receiver setup will be bypassed and the saved file will be automatically passed to the next step
("Dispersion Image Generation"). In this case, skip section 2.2 below and proceed to section 2.3.

2.2 Source/Receiver (SR) Setup
Select "Run Wizard" (below left) to encode source/receiver (SR) configuration to each record of the
imported files by following intuitive graphical illustrations. For more detailed instructions, refer to the
PS User Guide ("Source-Receiver (SR) Setup"). On the other hand, select "Import a Setting" to encode
the configuration by using a set of command lines specified in a text file (*.txt). This is explained in
Chapter 3. The output will be saved as [*(SR).DAT] at the end of the setup, and will be automatically
passed to the next step ("Dispersion Image Generation").
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2.3 Dispersion Image Generation
Click the "Run Dispersion Image" button to start the process with all default parameters (below left).
Refer to the PS User Guide ("Dispersion Image Generation") for information about control parameters
included in the "Options..." of the dialog. In most cases, running the operation with all default
parameters automatically set by the program will be sufficient. The output will be saved as
[*(SR)(ActiveOT).DAT] and automatically passed to the next step ["Dispersion Curve (M0) Extraction"]
(below right).

2.4 Dispersion Curve (M0) Extraction
At the beginning of this process, the first dispersion image in the previous output file
[*(SR)(ActiveOT).DAT] will be displayed as shown below. Refer to Chapter 4 ("Dispersion Curve
Extraction") for information about how to extract the curve. After all dispersion curves are extracted
and saved, they will be automatically passed to the next step ("Inversion").
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2.5 Inversion
Click "Run" to launch the automatic inversion process with all default parameters. Refer to the PS User
Guide ["Inversion (2-D Cross Section)"] for explanations about all the parameters included in the
"Options..." of the dialog. In most cases, running the operation with all default parameters that are
automatically set by the program will be sufficient.

At the end of the inversion process, the following two types of output will be saved and then
automatically displayed within the same form (under "Display 1" and "Display 2" tabs); a 2-D shear-wave
velocity (Vs) cross section map [*(2DVs).TXT], and the corresponding 2-D Vs confidence map
[*(2DConf).TXT], respectively, as shown below. The confidence map shows a distribution of relative
reliability in inversion results (Vs values) so that it can be used as a means to judge credibility of velocity
values in the cross section map that may change from one place to another.
<2-D Vs Cross Section Map>

<2-D Vs Confidence Map>
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Chapter 3
Source/Receiver (SR) Setup
The main purpose of running source/receiver (SR) setup is to encode the proper distance and location
information into the header of each channel's data (trace) in the recorded field files (records). This
setup can be encoded into original field records during the field operation from the acquisition software
if the operator arranges necessary parameters properly during data acquisition. This can be checked at
the early stage of SR setup when importing field records of SEG-2 format. And, if they are confirmed to
have the correct setup encoded, then they can be saved as a single file in the PS-format [*(SR).dat]
ready for the regular MASW analysis and this separate setup procedure can be skipped. If the SR setup
was ignored during data acquisition or the original setup is in error, then the correct setup can be
encoded by running this "Source/Receiver (SR) Setup" module from the main menu.

If original field files in SEG-2 format (e.g., *.dat, *.sg2, etc.) are imported, then choose the first option,
while choose the second option if a previously saved seismic data file in PS format [e.g., *.dat, *(SR).dat]
is imported.

3.1 SR Setup From Wizard
This will enable you to follow a sequence of graphical illustrations to specify all necessary
source/receiver (SR) configuration parameters such as receiver spacing (dx), source offset (X1), source
location, how the survey proceeded, etc. This wizard approach is usually intuitive enough to follow
without any further instructions for most common types of SR configurations. However, for relatively
uncommon configurations, it is recommended using the "SR Setup from Text-File Specifications"
approach explained in the next section.
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3.2 SR Setup from Text-File Specifications
When clicking the 'Import a Setting' option in the front page of the SR setup dialog shown below left,
another dialog pops up (below right). This option can be used only for surveys using a linear receiver
array. It is, however, not limited by survey type, which can be one of the following three types; active,
passive, and active-passive combined surveys.

This option applies the SR setup to the input seismic data according to the scheme specified in the
imported text file, where the configuration of source and receivers (SR) is listed according to the format
described below. The format consists of several fields characterized by unique keywords with each field
separated by a comma (','). Each keyword is then accompanied with one or two numerical values as
explained in the following three examples.
Example 1
(Specification with Both Distance and Station Number)
Example 1 is a sample text file created using Windows Notepad that has only one line of SR specification
and other supplementary specifications of distance unit and survey type, both of which are optional:

RECORD is the keyword to specify a record number (1). It should be always accompanied with one
record number.
SOURCE is the keyword to specify location of the source for this particular record number. It should be
accompanied with, at least, one number that represents the surface distance (-12.0) in meters or
feet. (The distance unit specificationfor example, meters or feetis made by a separate line as
described below). It can also be accompanied with a second number (994) that represents the
station number corresponding to the source location (-12.0). Note that station numbers are always
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consecutive between the two adjacent receiver locations. Although one receiver spacing can be a
number of any value (e.g., 2.0), the corresponding station interval is always one unit (1).
CH is the keyword to specify a channel number and corresponding location. CH1 represents channel #1,
while CH24 represent channel #24. There is no space between the 'CH' and the channel number.
This channel-number keyword is accompanied with, at least, one number that represents the
surface distance (e.g., 0.0), which can optionally be followed by a second number that represents
the corresponding station number (e.g., 1000). There should be, at least, two fields of channel
specification separated by comma (,). The specifications for the in-between channels will then be
linearly interpolated based on these two bounding specifications. The channel specifications in the
above example indicate that each channel's surface location increases by 2.0 m in distance (i.e., a
2.0-m receiver spacing), while it increases by 1 in station number toward increasing channel
numbers.
UNIT is the keyword to specify distance in either meters (METER or meter) or feet (FEET or feet). This
specification is optional and, if this line is missing, the default unit is the same as the unit specified in
the input seismic data. If this information is missing in the seismic data, then the default unit is FEET.
SURVEY is the keyword to specify the type of MASW survey. Three survey types are available; active
(ACT or ACTIVE), passive (PAS or PASSIVE), and active-passive combined (COM or COMBINED). If this
keyword is missing, the default survey type is ACTIVE. Both active and combined surveys require the
'SOURCE' specification included in each SR line after the 'RECORD' specification as illustrated in the
above example, while the passive survey should not include the 'SOURCE' specification.
Any line that starts with two slashes ('//') indicates a comment line, and is ignored during the import.
The source/receiver (SR) configuration constructed by the above example file is graphically displayed
below with a surface coordinate of distance (left) and station number (right), respectively.

Example 2
(Specification with Distance Only)
Example 2 is another sample text file that has multiple lines of SR specification with two bounding
record numbers (1 and 24). The SR configurations for those records between these two numbers are
linearly interpolated in surface coordinates for both source and receivers. In addition, only distances are
specified for both source and receivers without station numbers. In this case, the program will assign
station numbers automatically with a convention of '1000' for zero ('0') distance. The resultant SR
configuration for all 24 records in an input seismic data is displayed below with distance (left) and
station (right) surface coordinates used, respectively.
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Example 3
(Specification for Passive Survey with Linear Receiver Array)
Example 3 is identical to Example 2, but without 'SOURCE' specifications because the survey type is
specified as 'PASSIVE' in the last line. The resultant SR configuration is displayed below with distance
(left) and station (right) surface coordinates used, respectively. It shows locations of the receivers only.
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Chapter 4
Extracting Dispersion Curves
4.1 Setting Bounds
Press down "Bounds" button and then click along the fundamental-mode (M0) trend to add reference
points ("circles") with lower and upper bounds ("asterisks").

Reference points can be moved freely (up and down, left and right), whereas bounds points can be
moved only up and down at the fixed horizontal location of the corresponding reference point (below
left). Drag and draw a zone to delete multiple points, or click individual point to delete one by one.
Corresponding bounds points will also be deleted (below right).

Example after delete according to the actions indicated above is illustrated below left. Finishing up
reference points and bounds points properly around M0 trend is illustrated below right.
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4.2 Checking Some Control Parameters
Click "Controls" button to show the dialog of control parameters. Default values are usually sufficient.

4.3 Extracting M0 Curve
Click "Extract" button that will show the extracted curve on top of the image.

To edit the extracted curve, drag and draw a zone to delete multiple points (left arrow). Or, click
individual point to delete one by one (right arrow).
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Click anyplace on the M0 trend to add points one by one. Corresponding points for SN will also be
added by detecting the energy at the clicked points.

4.4 Saving Extracted Dispersion Curve
Click "Save" button to save extracted curve (*.DC). Default file name will have record number attached
at the end of common file name.

This will complete the process for "one" record, and the program will move to next image automatically.
From there on, the same sequence of process can be applied to save subsequent dispersion curve files.
The only adjustment to be made will be the accommodation of bounds (if necessary) so that they
encompass the correct M0 trend that may change from one image to another. However, the overall
trend of the reference points will follow the dispersion curve most recently extracted and saved.
You can always go back to previous image by using the navigation buttons in the "Multi-OT" tab and
then perform the extraction and saving process again to replace previously saved curve. At the end of
the process after saving all extracted M0 curves, the program will ask you to proceed to the next step of
analysis, inversion. All previously saved M0 curves (*.DC) will be automatically transferred at this stage.
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Chapter 5
Processing Passive Data
5.1 Source/Receiver (SR) Setup
For the text-file command approach, refer to section 3.2. For passive data acquired by using a linear (1D) receiver array, it is recommended using the text-file approach. Here, the graphical wizard approach is
explained for passive data acquired using a 2-D (e.g., "L-shape") receiver array. Go to "Setup
Source/Receiver (SR)" in the main menu.

Importing an input data already in PS format ["PAS(L-RA).dat"] is illustrated below [i.e., "From
Formatted Seismic Data (*.dat)"]. Field file(s) in SEG-2 format can be imported by choosing the first
option in the menu [i.e., "From SEG-2 Seismic Field Data (*.dat)(*.*)"].

Running Source/Receiver (SR) Setup by choosing the wizard approach is illustrated below.
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The entire procedure is illustrated below in the order of sequence.
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At the end of SR setup, the program will ask to proceed to the next step of analysis; dispersion image
generation.

The program will detect type of the input data (i.e., passive data) and assign optimum default
parameters for the analysis by automatic internal preprocess. Clicking the "Run" button will be
sufficient in most cases to generate the dispersion image data set, which is usually used in conjunction
with active dispersion image data set.
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5.2 Combining Passive Dispersion Image into Active Image
First, display an active dispersion image file [*(ActiveOT).dat] by going to "Display" → "Dispersion Data"
→ "Dispersion Image" in the main menu as illustrated below.

Once it is displayed, select "OT" tab in top tool panel and click "Combine*" button to import a passive
dispersion image file [e.g., "PAS(Circle-RA)(PassiveOT).dat"].

If the two data sets have different ranges and intervals in frequency and phase velocity, the program will
notify that. In the control dialog, there are several different tabs of parameters. However, default
parameters will give the most optimum result in most cases.

The display below shows the combined image for the common frequency (1-75 Hz) and phase velocity
(10-2000 m/sec) ranges. Click the (vertical or horizontal) axis to change display scale as illustrated below.
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Other options included in the control dialog are explained below.

Records Tab Current record and imported record numbers are indicated in the boxes. Relative
amplitude ratio can be specified in the "Exp" boxes that indicate the power to be applied to each
amplitude. If the "Combine imported record to all other records also" box is checked, then the same
imported record will be combined to all the records in the input file. Combined record(s) can be saved
as a separate file (*.DAT) by clicking the "Save Combined OT As" button. Otherwise, the combining will
take place only within the display window. The imported record can be replaced by a different record
by clicking "Import Other (OT) File" button, and output can be appended to an existing file (*.DAT) by
checking the "Append output" box.
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Combine Options Tab Both records can be combined "as they are" without any additional operations
applied, or they can be combined "after normalization" applied. The normalization type can be selected
between "Global" and "Frequency" specified in the "Normalization" radio box. The "Global" option will
scale both records so that the maximum amplitudes are the same, whereas the "Frequency" option will
make the maximum amplitudes of each frequency sample have the same value (e.g., "100"). An
additional option is provided in the "Norm. Amplitudes" box where the normalization amplitudes of
both imported and current records can be specified (for either "Global" or "Frequency" normalization).
The "Mid-Station #" box indicates the surface coordinate (the station number) of the combined record,
which by default is that of the current record.
Attributes Tab This is a "read-only" tab where information about current and imported records is
displayed; for example, ranges and increments (Min., Max., and Inc.) in frequency, phase velocity,
record numbers, and mid station.
Coordinates Tab
Check the "Combine OT's of same Mid-Station #'s" box to combine only those
records in the current and imported files that have the same surface coordinates (station number). In
this case, the tolerance between the two numbers can be specified in the "Tolerance of station #'s" box
where, for example, a tolerance of "10" indicates that the program will combine those two records that
have the minimum difference in mid-station numbers within this range ("10"). Checking the "Update
surface coordinates in combined OT" box will put the averaged surface coordinate in the combined
record. Otherwise, the surface coordinate of the current record will be used for the combined record.
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Chapter 6
Back-Scattering Analysis (BSA)
6.1 Preparing Dispersion Curve(s)
The BSA requires the frequency-phase velocity information normally presented in the form of dispersion
curve as a prerequisite. Therefore, it has to be executed after dispersion analysis is complete. An entire
set of dispersion curves (*.dc) extracted from the original dispersion image file [e.g., *(ActiveOT).dat]
can be imported during the execution. Or, only part of them selected based on specific reason(s) (e.g.,
higher SN ratios, close to the anomaly zone, etc.) can be imported. However, the most optimal BSA
output is often generated when one "representative" dispersion curve is used for the process that is
prepared by averaging the frequency-phase velocity information at all measurement locations. To
prepare this "representative" dispersion curve, multiple dispersion images in the original dispersion
image file [e.g., *(ActiveOT).dat] are stacked to generate one stacked image data [*(VStack).dat], from
which the representative dispersion curve will be extracted and saved to be imported during the BSA
process.
To do so, go to "Display" → "Dispersion Data" → "Dispersion Image" and then select the previously
processed dispersion-image data set [e.g., VOID(SR)(ActiveOT).DAT].

Choose the "Multi-OT" tab, and click the "Stack" button to specify the output file name [*(VStack).DAT].

After that, in the main menu, go to "Dispersion" → "Get Dispersion Curve(s) From Image Data" and
import the previously saved stacked image [*(VStack).DAT]. Extract and save the dispersion curve by
following the procedure outlined in Chapter 4.
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6.2 Running BSA
In the main menu, go to "Process" → "Back-Scattering Analysis (BSA)" and then select a seismic data file
with source/receiver (SR) setup encoded [e.g., *(SR).dat]. Here, the sample data in "...\Sample
Data\VOID\VOID(SR).DAT" is used for illustration purpose.

Click the "Run BSA" button (below left). "Dispersion" and "Output" will be automatically executed in the
order.

Import the dispersion curve file ("VOID.DC") that was used to generate the sample data set and
therefore is considered being the representative dispersion curve for this data set (below center). At
this step, multiple dispersion curves can be imported to provide frequency-phase velocity information at
multiple surface locations. The program will use them to prepare laterally-varying frequency-phase
velocity information. After importing dispersion curve file(s), specify the output file name (below right).
After this, the BSA operation will be executed and the final BSA section will be displayed. Default display
mode for BSA section is a variable-area display as shown below. The target back-scattering feature
originating from the surface location of the anomaly (44-m) is indicated in the figure below. All other
less conspicuous slant features are computational artifacts.
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Chapter 7
Modeling
7.1 Modeling Dispersion Curve
In the main menu, go to "Modeling" → "Dispersion Curve(s) from 1D Layered-Earth Model (*.LYR)" and
then select a file.

Control dialog will be displayed as shown below. The most important part is the specification of the
frequency parameters; start, end and interval (below left). For more detailed information about other
parameters, refer to PS User Guide "Modeling Dispersion Curves." Click "OK" button to execute the
modeling (below right).

Output dispersion curve will be displayed as illustrated below. An output with "stretching interval" is
illustrated on the below right.
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7.2 Modeling Seismic Data
There are two ways to import input data: 1) by importing a layered-earth model file (*.LYR) or 2) by
importing a previously saved file (*.RFL) of entire modeling parameters including the input layered-earth
model file. To import a layered-earth model file, go to "Modeling" → "Seismic Data from Layered-Earth
Model (*.LYR)" and then select a file.

Most important parameters are presented in the "Recording" tab as show below. For more detailed
explanations about other parameters, refer to the PS User Guide "Modeling Seismic Data." Three sub
tabs are included in the tab; "Source/Receiver (SR) Array", "Recording Parameters", and "Import from
Field Data" tabs. Each tab is explained below.
Source/Receiver (SR) Array

○1
○2

○3
○4
○5

Number of channels used for modeling. There are preset values in the box, but any number can be
typed in manually.
Source offset (X1), which is the distance between the closest (1st) channel and the source. A
negative value will put the source at the end of the receiver array (i.e., off the last channel). This
option is applicable only for the "Fixed spacing linear array."
Receiver spacing that is applicable only for the "Fixed spacing linear array."
Minimum and maximum offsets (i.e., X coordinates) for the linear array that are determined by the
parameters in ○1 , ○2 , and ○3 . The 1st channel is always located at X = 0.0 for the linear array.
Azimuth of source with respect to the linear array. This can be used to introduce an offline offset
for the source.
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○6

○7

Type of receiver array. If "Arbitrary receiver array" is chosen, then you can make a new "arbitrary"
receiver array (RA) by running the source/receiver (SR) setup Wizard or you can import a previouslysaved receiver array file (*.TXT).
Distance unit of either feet or meters.
Recording Parameters

○1
○2
○3
○4

Sampling interval (dt) in milliseconds (ms). The corresponding Nyquist (i.e., maximum) frequency
will be updated in the label as the interval is changed.
Number of samples in each channel's data (trace) in power of 2.
Total recording time (T) determined from ○1 and ○2 .
Recording option for wavefield (displacement or velocity).
Import from Field Data

An existing seismic data file with source/receiver (SR) setup encoded [e.g., *(SR).dat] can be imported by
clicking the button as illustrated below. All parameters included in the two tabs described above will be
automatically copied from the corresponding parameters in the input seismic data.
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Chapter 8
AUTO
For more detailed information, refer to the PS User Guide "AUTO." To start the automatic process,
select "AUTO" item from the main menu (yellow arrow), or select "AUTO" tab from the tool panel (green
arrow) as illustrated below.

8.1 AUTO for 2D Velocity (Vs) Cross Section
This section describes the automatic process used to generate a 2D velocity (Vs) cross section at the end
[*(2DVs).txt]. It can start from original seismic field data in SEG-2 format that may or may not have the
source/receiver (SR) setup encoded. If the original SEG-2 seismic data set does not have a proper SR
setup encoded, then you have to go through the source/receiver (SR) setup process first before the
automatic process takes place. From the main menu, select items as shown below:

Select multiple seismic field files (records) in SEG-2 format (e.g., *.dat, *.sg2, etc.).

If the files contain field geometry information [i.e., source/receiver (SR) setup] in the file header, then
the program will detect it and ask you for review. Otherwise, the program will direct you to the SR
setup process before the automatic process takes place.
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When clicked "Yes" to view the original SR setup, a chart will be displayed as illustrated below:

Review the configuration on the chart to see if it is the correct SR setup. Then, close it to have the
following dialog displayed:

If the original SR setup is correct, then you can save the SEG-2 files as one file [*(SR).dat] and skip the
subsequent SR setup process. Otherwise, select "Run source/receiver (SR) setup" to start the SR setup
process before the automatic process takes place as illustrated below. Choose "Run Wizard" to go
though the setup by following intuitive graphical illustrations. Refer to Chapter 3 for more information.

Once input file has proper source/receiver (SR) setup encoded, then the AUTO process dialog will
appear as shown below. Click "Run AUTO" to start the AUTO process (left). Both (dispersion and
inversion) analyses will proceed automatically with the processing status updated in the message panel
as shown below (right):
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At the end of the process, the velocity (Vs) cross section will be displayed as shown below:

8.2 AUTO for 1-D Velocity (Vs) Profile
This section describes the automatic process used to generate a 1D velocity (Vs) profile at the end
[*(1DVs).LYR]. It can start from original seismic field data in SEG-2 format that may or may not have the
source/receiver (SR) setup encoded. If the original SEG-2 seismic data set does not have a proper SR
setup encoded, then you have to go through the source/receiver (SR) setup process first before the
automatic process takes place. From the main menu, select items as shown below:

Select one or multiple seismic field files (records) in SEG-2 format (e.g., *.dat, *.sg2, etc.). If the files
contain field geometry information [i.e., source/receiver (SR) setup] in the file header, then the program
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will detect it and ask you for review. Otherwise, the program will direct you to the SR setup process
before the automatic process takes place.

When clicked "Yes" to view the original SR setup, a chart will be displayed as shown below left. Review
the configuration on the chart to see if it is the correct SR setup. Then, close it to have the following
dialog displayed (below right).

If the original SR setup is correct, then you can save the SEG-2 files as one file [*(SR).dat] and skip the
subsequent SR setup process. Otherwise, select "Run source/receiver (SR) setup" to start the SR setup
process before the automatic process takes place as illustrated below. Choose "Run Wizard" to go
though the setup by following intuitive graphical illustrations. Refer to Chapter 3 for more information.

Once input file has proper source/receiver (SR) setup encoded, then the AUTO process dialog will
appear as shown below. Click "Run AUTO" to start the AUTO process (below left). Both (dispersion and
inversion) analyses will proceed automatically with the processing status updated in the message panel
as shown below (below right):
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At the end of the process, a 1D velocity (Vs) profile [*(1DVs).LYR} will be displayed as shown below:

If the displayed profile shows a realistic velocity variation with a relatively high match between the
measured and modeled M0 curves (e.g., ≥ 80%), then this completes the process. Otherwise, you can
proceed to perform another round of advanced inversion process that starts from the current velocity
(Vs) profile as an initial model. For this, you can move velocity (Vs) and depth lines by using mouse
along the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. Refer to "Optional 2nd Phase" in the PS User
Guide ["Inversion (1-D Profile)"].
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